
Econ 2: Spring 2014: UC Berkeley!
!

Problem Set 2!
!

Due at the start of lecture, Wednesday, February 26, 2014!!!!
(1) Supply, Demand, Equilibrium, Consumer Surplus, and Producer 
Surplus !
Suppose that we are given the supply equation (S:) P = 10Q, and the demand 
equation (D:) P = 200 – 50 Q !
(A) Draw a graph of these two supply and demand curves: !
Supply curve: y-intercept of 0, slope of 10 !
Demand curve: y-intercept of 200, slope of -50 !
Equilibrium: Q = 3 1/3, P = 33 1/3 
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(B) Redraw your graph, and label it to explain how—if you were just given 
the graph—you would, from the graph, learn that the equations (S) and (D) 
were as specified in Part (A): !
Look at the y-intercepts: those are the constant terms. Calculate the 
slopes: those come before the “Q” and multiply them on the right-hand 
side... 

!
(C) What is the equilibrium price and what is the equilibrium quantity? !
Equilibrium: Q = 3 1/3, P = 33 1/3 !
(D)  What is the consumer surplus? !
Average margin of value over price = 83.333, Q = 3.333; consumer 
surplus of 277.777 !
(E) What is the producer surplus? !
Average cost of 16 2/3, average margin of 16 2/3, producer surplus of 
55.55555 !
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(F) Suppose that resource depletion makes the inputs—what suppliers must 
buy in order to produce—of lower quality and the supply equation shifts to 
(S2:) P = 20Q with the demand equation remaining (D:) P = 200 – 50 Q. 
What are the new values for the new equilibrium price, quantity, consumer, 
and producer surplus? !
Q = 2 6/7, P = 57 1/7, CS = 204, PS = 81.63 !
(G) Did you expect an adverse shock to supply like this to lead to such a 
shift in the values of these variables? If not, attempt to explain why it is that 
such an adverse shock to supply had these effects on equilibrium !
I am still surprised that producers benefit from an adverse supply shock
—that the steepening of the demand curve transfers wealth to them !!!
(2) Supply, Demand, Equilibrium, Consumer Surplus, and Producer 
Surplus Once Again !
Suppose that we are given the supply equation (S:) P = 40, and the demand 
equation (D:) P = 200 – 50 Q !
(A)Draw a graph of these two supply and demand curves: 
Supply: y-intercept of 40, slope of 0 
Demand: y-intercept of 200, slope of -50 
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!!
(B) Redraw your graph, and label it to explain how—if you were just given 
the graph—you would, from the graph, learn that the equations (S) and (D) 
were as specified in Part (A): !
Look at the y-intercept: that’s the constant term. Look at the slope: 
that’s the term that multiplies the Q… 

(C) What is the equilibrium price and what is the equilibrium quantity? !
P = 40; Q = 3 1/4 !
(D)  What is the consumer surplus? !
CS = 80 x 3 ¼ = 260 !
(E) What is the producer surplus? !
PS = 0 !
(F) Suppose that a People Magazine story that the product produced is bad 
for your health leads to a shift in demand: the new demand equation is (D2:) 
P = 150 – 50 Q while the supply equation remains (S:) P = 40. What are the 
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new values for the new equilibrium price, quantity, consumer, and producer 
surplus? !
Q = 2.2, P=40, CS = 55 x 2.2 = 121 !
(G) Did you expect an adverse shock to demand like this to lead to such a 
shift in the values of these variables? If not, attempt to explain why it is that 
such an adverse shock to supply had these effects on equilibrium !
I did—you might think it strange that the price doesn’t fall. But the 
supply curve is flat: the price cannot fall… !!!
(3) Quotas, Price Ceilings, and Taxes !
Suppose we have a demand equation (D:) P = 100 and a supply equation (S:) 
P = Q !
(A) Calculate, for these equations (D:) and (S:), equilibrium price, quantity, 
consumer surplus, and producer surplus. !
P = 100, Q = 100, CS = 0, PS = 5000 !
(B) Do any of these calculations generate numbers that strike you as 
strange? If so, explain why the numbers strike you as strange, and why it is 
that the calculations came out the way that they did. !
The zero consumer surplus strikes me as odd—but it makes perfect 
sense: there are no people who have a subjective valuation for the good 
of more than 40, and that is what everybody buys it for !
(C) Suppose that the government imposes a quota: (Q:) Q=70. Calculate, for 
(D), (S), and (Q), equilibrium price, quantity, consumer surplus, and 
producer surplus. !
P = 100 still, Q = 70, CS = 0 still, PS… probably 3500 !
(D) Explain how the government’s quota-intervention in the marketplace has 
shifted the equilibrium values of all four of these variables. Explain how you 
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would go about assessing whether this quota was a good policy or a bad 
policy. !
Seems to have reduced producer surplus without doing anything to 
create consumer surplus, doesn’t it? Can’t see how you could justify this 
policy: what is the upside? !!
(E) Suppose that, instead of a quota, the government imposes a price ceiling 
(C:) P = 70. Calculate, for (S:), (D:), and (C:), equilibrium price, quantity, 
consumer surplus, and producer surplus. !
P = 70, Q = 70, PS = 2450, CS = 2100 !!
(F) Explain how the government’s price-ceiling intervention in the 
marketplace has shifted the equilibrium values of all four of these variables 
that you found in part (A). Explain how you would go about assessing 
whether disturbing the competitive market equilibrium by this price ceiling 
was a good policy or a bad policy. !
We have lowered producer surplus by 2550 and raised consumer 
surplus by 2100. If we had a reason to think that a dollar CS had a 
social value more than 1.214 times a dollar of PS, then we might say this 
was a good intervention. Otherwise, not… !!
(G) Explain how the government’s price-ceiling intervention in the 
marketplace shifted the equilibrium values of all four of these variables from 
that that you found in the quota-equilibrium in part (C). Explain how you 
would go about assessing whether redisturbing the competitive market 
equilibrium by shifting from the quota (Q:) to the price ceiling (C:) was a 
good policy or a bad policy. !
Here the case is easier to make: our 1050 reduction in PS is 
counterbalanced by a 2100 increase in CS. The fact that the low-cost 
producers are producing with the price ceiling is a powerful argument 
in its favor !
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(H) Now return to our original competitive equilibrium with our supply and 
demand equations (D:) P = 100 - Q and a supply equation (S:) Q = 60. 
Suppose the government imposes a tax (T:) of $30: it drives a wedge of $30 
between Ps and Pd : Ps + 30 = Pd. Calculate the equilibrium values of the 
price received by producers, the price paid by consumers, the consumer 
surplus, and the producer surplus. !
Ps = 70, Pd = 100, Q = 70, CS = 0, PS = 2450, Tax revenue = 2100 !
(I) Compare the tax equilibrium of part (H) with the competitive market 
equilibrium of part (A). What conclusions do you draw? !
We have reduced PS by 2550 in order to raise 2100 in tax revenue !!
(J) Compare the tax equilibrium of part (H) with the quota equilibrium of 
part (C). What conclusions do you draw? !
We have reduced PS by 1050 to raise 2100 in tax revenue !!
(K) Compare the tax equilibrium of part (H) with the price-ceiling 
equilibrium of part (E). What conclusions do you draw? !
They look very similar: we have just transferred CS to tax revenue !!
(4) Quotas, Price Ceilings, and Taxes !
Suppose we have a demand equation (D:) P = 100 - Q and a supply equation 
(S:) Q = 60 !
(A) Calculate, for these equations (D:) and (S:), equilibrium price, quantity, 
consumer surplus, and producer surplus. !
P = 40, Q = 60, PS = 40 x 60 = 2400, CS = 30 x 60 = 1800 !!
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(B) Do any of these calculations generate numbers that strike you as 
strange? If so, explain why the numbers strike you as strange, and why it is 
that the calculations came out the way that they did. !
The producer surplus number is large—because of the kink at 0, 60 in 
the supply curve !!
(C) Suppose that the government imposes a quota: (Q:) Q=40. Calculate, for 
(D), (S), and (Q), equilibrium price, quantity, consumer surplus, and 
producer surplus. !
P = 60, Q = 40, CS = 800, PS = 2400 !!
(D) Explain how the government’s quota-intervention in the marketplace has 
shifted the equilibrium values of all four of these variables. Explain how you 
would go about assessing whether this quota was a good policy or a bad 
policy. !
It has reduced consumer surplus without raising producer surplus. 
Thus it is hard to argue that it is good policy from any perspective !!
(E) Suppose that, instead of a quota, the government imposes a price ceiling 
(C:) P = 1. Calculate, for (S:), (D:), and (C:), equilibrium price, quantity, 
consumer surplus, and producer surplus. !
P =1, Q = 60, PS = 60, CS = 69 x 60 = 4140 !!
(F) Explain how the government’s price-ceiling intervention in the 
marketplace has shifted the equilibrium values of all four of these variables 
that you found in part (A). Explain how you would go about assessing 
whether disturbing the competitive market equilibrium by this price ceiling 
was a good policy or a bad policy. !
It has transferred 2340 of surplus from producers to consumers—
without causing any waste. If you think consumers are needy or 
deserving, it looks like a good idea. Otherwise not 
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!
(G) Explain how the government’s price-ceiling intervention in the 
marketplace shifted the equilibrium values of all four of these variables from 
that that you found in the quota-equilibrium in part (C). Explain how you 
would go about assessing whether redisturbing the competitive market 
equilibrium by shifting from the quota (Q:) to the price ceiling (C:) was a 
good policy or a bad policy. !
It looks like a good policy: it’s created a bunch more surplus !!
(H) Now return to our original competitive equilibrium with our supply and 
demand equations (D:) P = 100 - Q and a supply equation (S:) Q = 60.	  
Suppose	  the	  government	  imposes	  a	  tax	  (T:)	  of	  $30:	  it	  drives	  a	  wedge	  of	  $30	  between	  
Ps	  and	  Pd	  :	  Ps	  +	  30	  =	  Pd.	  Calculate	  the	  equilibrium	  values	  of	  the	  price	  received	  by	  
producers,	  the	  price	  paid	  by	  consumers,	  the	  consumer	  surplus,	  and	  the	  producer	  
surplus.	  !
Producers receive 10, consumers pay 40, consumer surplus = 1800, 
producer surplus =  600, tax revenue = 1800 !!
(I) Compare the tax equilibrium of part (H) with the competitive market 
equilibrium of part (A). What conclusions do you draw? !
We have shifted 1800 from producer surplus to tax revenue without 
reducing consumer surplus !!
(J) Compare the tax equilibrium of part (H) with the quota equilibrium of 
part (C). What conclusions do you draw? !
Relative to the quota equilibrium, we have 1000 more of consumer 
surplus, 1800 less of producer surplus, and 1800 more of tax revenue. !!
(K) Compare the tax equilibrium of part (H) with the price-ceiling 
equilibrium of part (E). What conclusions do you draw? !
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The price-ceiling had: PS = 60, CS = 4140. This has: 
CS-1800,PS=600,TR=1800. We are just moving surplus around without 
affecting its total 
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